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RAI N I N G CATS AN D D O G S

USAGE
It was raining cats and dogs when we were driving to the airport.

MEANING
If it is raining cats and dogs, it is raining very heavily.

STORY
Felipe and Maria decided to go to the movies in New York City. They felt lucky when they
found a free and legal parking place three blocks from the theater. After the movie was over,
though, it was raining cats and dogs. Felipe said, “Oh no, I forgot my umbrella. There is no
sense in both of us getting wet. Maria, you wait here in the lobby while I get the car.” Even
though Felipe ran to the car, he got soaked in the downpour. When Felipe returned with the
car to the theater, Maria thought she had a very cool boyfriend.

V O CAB U LAR Y
free – at no cost.
✦ Ever since Clara could remember, the beach was free and for the public.
legal – within the law; not against the law.
✦ In many states, the legal age to get a learner’s permit to drive is sixteen.

soaked – completely wet; thoroughly wet; getting drenched.
✦ The chef soaked the chicken in his favorite sauce.
downpour – a very heavy rain.
✦ Bill got soaked in the downpour.
umbrella – a handheld protection against rain.
✦ People who live in London often take an umbrella in case it rains.

PRACTICE
1. Fill in each of the blanks in the following sentences with the most apt vocabulary word.
The _______________ speed limit on highways in Texas has been raised to 80 miles per
hour.
Even though Karen used a large umbrella, she got _______________ in the downpour.
The ad said, “Buy one can of peaches, get one __________.”
2. The word downpour is a compound word. A compound word is made by joining two words.
In this case, the word down and the word pour have been joined to form the word
downpour. Read the following words and circle those that are compound words.

thing

somewhere

grocery

smartphone

something

chocolate

eyeglasses

underground

hand

basketball

family

childbirth

handbag

pancake

computer

bookstore

rain

snowball

earring

washrag

raining

surprise

fingernail

racehorse

raincoat

dollhouse

lawyer

eyeball

C O N V E R SATI O N
1. Who are your favorite movie stars? Why?
2. Would you like to be a movie star? Why or why not?
3. Do you like animated movies? Which is your favorite animated movie?
4. Do you remember the first movie you ever saw? What was it?
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